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Abstract  

Nowadays, when people register a complaint in police station and people would not be able to know                  
the status of the complaint whether Police has taken any proper action or not, to avoid that and as well to                     
know the complaint status we are proposing an online management system. To overcome all those               
problems we are implementing one method to track that complaint and that complaint will goes to higher                 
authorities in Police Department. Online Complaint Registration Management System provides an online            
way of solving the problems faced by the public when Police doesn't register the complaint as FIR (First                  
information Report) which registered by public. The objective of this system is to make complaints easier                
to coordinate, monitor, track, and resolve. When Police do not take any action against the complaint                
within the given time frame, we have management system which will share the information about the                
complaint and copy of FIR to Social Media such as Facebook and Twitter also to the Police higher                  
authorities. 
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1. Introduction 

A grievance system may be a set of procedures          
employed in organizations to deal with      
complaints and resolve disputes. 

Complaint systems within the United States      
have undergone many innovations particularly     
since regarding 1970 with the arrival of       
intensive geographical point regulation. 

Notably in several countries, conflict     
management channels and systems have evolved      
from a major focus on labor-management      

relations to a much wider purview that includes        
unionized workers and also 

managers, non-union workers, professional staff,     
students, trainees, vendors, donors, customers,     
etc. 

There is additionally a serious ought to collect,        
review and understand the nature of conflict       
management and complaint systems around the      
world. 

Studies and citations are required regarding      
however grievance systems work for girls      
additionally as men. 
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Research is required on however systems work       
for several completely different national teams,      
for people of different socio-economic classes,      
and different ages, and different religions, and       
especially for contract 

workers and immigrant workers, in every      
country. Studies (and citations) are needed about       
complaint systems in health care, in faith-based       
organizations, in schools, in political     
organizations, in the military and in many       
specialized occupations. 

Studies are required regarding vital specialised      
problems like free speech. 

A number of Artificial Intelligence technologies      
are helpful in complaint resolution process,      
understanding the attitudes of involved parties      
and reasoning about them, in particular, based       
on Belief–desire–intention model. 

Concept learning is associate adequate     
formalism to reason regarding complaints. 

A complaint system is a set of procedures used         
in organizations to address complaints and      
resolve disputes. Complaint systems in the US       
have undergone several innovations especially     
since about 1970 with the advent of extensive        
workplace regulation. Notably in many     
countries, conflict management channels and     
systems have evolved from a major focus on        
labor-management relations to a much wider      
purview that includes unionized workers and      
also managers, non-union employees,    
professional staff, students, trainees, vendors,     
donors, customers, etc. There is also a major        
need to collect, review and understand the nature        
of conflict management and complaint systems      
around the world. Studies and citations are       
needed about how complaint systems work for       
women as well as men. Research is needed as to          
how systems work for many different national       

groups, for people of different socio-economic      
classes, and different ages, and different      
religions, and especially for contract workers      
and immigrant workers, in every country.      
Studies (and citations) are needed about      
complaint systems in health care, in faith-based       
organizations, in schools, in political     
organizations, in the military and in many       
specialized occupations. Studies are needed     
about important specialized issues like free      
speech. A number of Artificial Intelligence      
technologies are helpful in complaint resolution      
process, understanding the attitudes of involved      
parties and reasoning about them, in particular,       
based on Belief–desire–intention model.    
Concept learning is an adequate formalism to       
reason about complaints. 

The main working of Complaint has three       
phases [3]: 

1. Getting the user complaint as input in        
document or a prescribed format. 

2. The output is the uploaded document is sent         
to the officials. 

3. The processing of the complaint is done by         
the officials after reviewing and accepting the       
complaint. 

2. Literature Survey 

A. www.nmcnagpur.gov.in : 

This is the Official website of NMC ,this        
website provides different information about     
city, department ,services, news. From this      
website we are getting the idea of different        
departments in the NMC and how the complaint        
related to the respective departments are      
forwarded to that department. The website      
consists of much detailed information. It consists       
of various departments like Water ,sewage ,tax       
and property, slum, social welfare, education      
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etc. This website also consist of detailed       
information about NMC. This website also      
provide the details about the ongoing projects. In        
this website we can see the complaint lodging        
process and complaint lodging form which will       
be useful for working in the proposed system.        
As the proposed system is based on municipal        
corporation this site is useful for getting the        
details of departments list i.e the department       
name list. 

B. www.gunturcorporation.org : 

This site provides basic idea to register a        
complaint and also to check the complaint status        
whether the complaint is solved or not. In the         
website user can lodge a complaint online. User        
can submit their complaint and provide contact       
details such as address, email-id. The website       
shows the procedure of lodging complaint and       
its further process .What are the steps taken        
when a user lodges the complaint and how the         
complaint is forwarded.   
www.consumercomplaint.in This website is    
useful for the consumer to file their complaints        
online. A complaint message is assumed by       
consumercomplaint.in to be a description of a       
situation experienced by a consumer. 

A grievance is simply a private opinion by a         
client, a perception of a consumer. 

That personal perception and/or opinion based      
on their own personal experience can be       
powerful, or meaningless, in the opinion of       
ConsumerComplaints.in, depending upon the    
context and content of what is written. 

We're not chargeable for the method that data is         
taken by whoever reads it. 

Which after all varies from person to person,        
depending on whom they are, their own personal        
experiences, biases,opinions,etc. 

 

C. www.icomplaint.com: 

iComplaints is a platform to create free online        
complaints using the power of Internet to       
transform society and organization. It gives a       
chance to an ordinary people to speak, raise his         
voice for faulty services or products and get        
support from others. 

It provides all tools and a large community to         
pay attention your voice for your online       
complaints. 

 

D. www.nagpurpulse.com 

In a major step to keep the city clean and green           
Nagpur Municipal Corporation has come up      
with an innovative solution by lodging      
complaints through the website and providing      
fast service to people of Nagpur. If your garbage         
is not collected SMS your name, Mobile number        
and address of bin and you will receive a         
confirmation from NMC regarding the     
registration of your complaint. 

 
3. Proposed System 

     In this proposed method we are using 
Hash-Solomon Code Algorithm to encrypt the 
data. Then user2 want to access the file by the 
permission of user1 share the authenticated key 

● The hash value is fully determined by       
the data being hashed The hash      
function uses all the input data. 

● The hash function "uniformly"    
distributes the data across the entire set       
of possible hash values. 
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4. Emerging Challenges On Multi-Source 
Data and Classification Approaches 

This section summarizes  
1) challenges in processing multi- source data, 
2) related classification approaches in     
detecting key information from multi-source     
data respectively. 

 
A. Summary of emerging challenges in 
processing multi-source data and related 
solutions 

Generally, the objective of multi-source data      
processing is to harness 4V data derived from        
ubiquitous objects for valuable knowledge [1].      
In such diverse and complex scenario, many       
challenges are emerging, including: 

1) Challenges in data collection: As vast      
data are generated with different     
velocities, a brand-new data collection     
process shall be implemented to gather      
data from multiple sources in various      
periodicities with high scalability [1],     
[8]. 

2) Challenges in data management: The     
explosive growth of data in different      
structures from ubiquitous objects    
requires a multi-source data    
management procedure to semantically    
link heterogenous data, and uniformly     
support data access [1], [10]. 

3) Challenges in data integration: In order      
to obtain good quality data, a high       
performance data integration flow is     
required to remove massive    
meaningless contents, which include    
not only dirty data that miss critical       
information or contain abnormal    
values, but also unused data fields [1],       
[13]  

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 TABLE 1 
The overall evaluation of reviewed     
systems ( ◆:Supported; &:Partially;    
$:Not Supported ) 
 

Phase Open- 
IoT 

CiDAP Smart- 
X 

City- 
Pulse 

PSAP 
(IDP) 

Data 
Collection 

& ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆ 

Data 
Management 

& ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆ 

Data 
Integration 

& & & ◆ ◆ 

Data 
Analysis 

$ $ & & ◆ 

Data 
Mining 

$ $ & & ◆ 

Data 
Visualization 

& $ & & ◆ 

. 
4) Challenges in data mining: In this vital       

stage, a common data mining     
mechanism is required to simplify     
knowledge generation procedure,   
which, ultimately, shall be as simple as       
those using data queries like SQL      
(Structured Query Language) [1], [11]. 

 
5) Challenges in data visualization:    

Visualization is the facade for end      
users to diagnose and digest insights.      
Hence, it is critical to gain the       
intuitiveness and conciseness of    
visualization with a balance between     
usability and aesthetics [1], [14]. 

In order to address above challenges,      
some solutions are proposed in recent years.       
Initially, as two representative examples to      
support interoperability of IoT data, 1)      
OpenIoT 
[9] integrates IoT data streams and      
implements an ontology, based on which,      
data are linked and related visualizations are       
created; and 2) CiDAP [10] stores and       
processes data with different scales in a big        
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data platform. Compared to OpenIOT,     
CiDAP is less competitive in data      
visualization, but more advanced in data      
collection and integration. 

Afterwards, as a conceptual architecture,     
Smart-X [11] is introduced for data      
acquisition, transmission, storage,   
preprocessing, sharing and visualization.    
Even through it provides a system design       
reference, some key issues, e.g., how to       
integrate multi-source data for a linked      
network, and how to mine insights      
effectively and efficiently, are not     
addressed properly. Moreover, as a concrete      
platform, CityPulse [12] is implemented to      
collect, integrate, analyze and mine     
multi-source data generated in the city. In       
general, it is a proof-of-concept solution to       
process multi-source data. Nevertheless, a     
holistic data analyzing and mining solution is       
still missing, as well as intuitive insight       
visualization. 

Finally, as a novel solution to support       
informed urban design, PSAP in IDP [1]       
resolves the above issues existing in      
multi-source data processing, as it consists of  

1) An Interconnected Data Model to      
manage multi-source data uniformly and     
comprehensively,  

2) A Knowledge Query Engine to mine       
insights based on Multi-dimension and     
Multi-measure Queries efficiently and    
effectively,  

3) A Knowledge Presenter to visualize      
insights concisely and 

 
5. Modules 

● Owner interface design 

● Customer interface design 

● Admin login 

● Owner File Upload 

● Customer File Upload Verification 

● Admin File verification 

● View message details 

 
 
 A.USER SIDE: 
 

● User interface design. 
● Complaint Upload. 
● Request for complaint status. 
● Share that information to higher     

Authority. 
  B. ADMIN: 

● Admin login. 
● Admin inbox notifications Page. 

USER SIDE:  

A. User Interface Design:  

This is the first module of our project. The         
important role for the user is to move login         
window to user window. This module has       
created for the security purpose. In this login        
page we have to enter login user id and         
password. It will check username and password       
is match or not (valid user id and valid         
password). If we enter any invalid username or        
password we can’t enter into login window to        
user window it will shows error message. So we         
are preventing from unauthorized user entering      
into the login window to user window. It will         
provide a good security for our project. So        
server contain user id and password server also        
check the authentication of the user. It well        
improves the security and preventing from      
unauthorized user enters into the network. In our        
project we are using JSP for creating design.        
Here we validate the login user and server        
authentication.  

B. Complaint Upload :  

Here user have to login after login they can write          
the complaint for which purpose they are giving        
complaint they have to select after selecting they        
have to write that complaint after writing that        
they have to upload . that uploaded complaint        
will goes to higher authorities.  

C. Request for complaint status: 
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Here after uploading that information will be        
passed to four higher authorities. after uploading       
the file that file will be shared to four higher          
authority’s. for that compliant raise certain time       
will be mentioned with in that time that admin         
have to take any action. 

 D. Share that information to higher Authority:   

After sharing that complaint to admin if they         
take any action in particular time they can take         
any action that complaint will be chargeable .if        
that complaint did not accept any one of the user          
directly that information will shares in facebook       
or other social media sites  

ADMIN: 

 A. Admin login 

Here admin have to login after login they have          
to find the notifications. How many complaints       
was raised. Here in admin inbox they can view         
and they can find who send that compliant they         
can get that information.  

 

 

B. Admin inbox notifications Page: 

In admin inbox all the request they can get that 
information they can find all the details about 
that complaint now they can find that 
information and they can allocate special team to 
find that problem. If they didn’t take any action 
that complaint will share directly to social 
website.  

  6. Conclusion: 

Work of police is to resolve complaints as         
soon as possible.In this project We have       
proposed a system to make sure that the action is          
taken quickly against complaint since higher      
officials will be notified if the action is not taken          
and will be posted in Facebook if Higher        
officials also don’t take action against a       
complaint.This system can be extended further      
to cover all the regions of all the cities in the           

country and by posting in all the social medias         
than facebook alone and also sending periodic       
notifications to users.  
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